ABSTRACT: This paper presents a novel method for estimating reliable noise spectral magnitude for acoustic background noise suppression where only a single microphone recording is available. The proposed method finds noise estimates from spectral magnitudes measured at line spectral frequencies (LSFs), under the observation that adjacent LSFs are near the peak frequencies and isolated LSFs are close to the relatively flattened valleys of LPC spectra. The parameters used in the proposed method are LPC coefficients, their corresponding LSFs, and the gain of LPC residual signals, so it suits well to LPC-based speech coders.
I. Introduction
The assumption of spectral subtraction [1] is that the noise is additive and changes slowly over time, so that noise spectrum should be approximated by an average spectrum in non-voice period. The error in estimating true noise spectrum directly accounts for either voice attenuation or less noise suppression, hence the performance is closely related to how reliable the noise spectrum estimates are. Most conventional methods rely on detecting whether the instantaneous input frame contains speech, called voice activity detector (VAD), which then enables updating noise estimates when background noise is present only. However, the performance of the VAD varies a lot according to various noise conditions. This paper proposes a novel procedure for noise spectral magnitude estimation which also eliminates the use of VAD in a very efficient manner. From the basic LSF derivation formulae it is observed that the local maxima of LPC spectra are near the adjacently located LSFs [2, 3] , and relatively flattened valleys across frequency are around the isolated LSFs. In the proposed method the spectral magnitudes at LSFs are considered as representatives of the peaks and valleys of the corresponding LPC spectra, and participate in estimating noise spectral magnitude. Without any consideration of determining if the current analysis frame contains noise only, the distribution of the log spectral magnitudes at LSFs are modeled by mixture of dual Gaussian probability density functions. The Gaussian with smaller mean is then taken as noise distribution, so the mean is adopted as a noise spectral estimate. An online adaptation algorithm for the parameters of Gaussian distributions is also proposed so that it can handle real-time inputs. The noise Gaussian mean is updated at every time frame. 
II. Noise Spectrum Estimation
The proposed method makes use of the properties of LPC analysis. The input speech signal is decomposed into spectral envelope and excitation signal, such that
where  is a digitized sample index,  is the sampled input speech,   are the prediction filter coefficients of order ,   is the excitation signal, and  is a scalar gain so that   has unit variance.
Equation 1 is equivalently expressed in the frequency domain as
where   and   are z-transforms of  and .   is spectrally flattened, so that   should contain most of the spectral envelope of the given input speech frame. For a transmission purpose,  is expressed by the two reciprocal polynomials [4] :
The roots of these two auxiliary polynomials are called line spectral frequencies (LSFs), and known to be most efficient in coding LPC coefficients due to its stability and little sensitivity to quantization error [5, 6] .
At LSFs either   or   is zero, so   is close to its local minima since   and   are monotonic between any pair of neighboring LSFs. As adjacent LSFs become closer, for example around 500 Hz,   decreases and hence becomes more resonant around those frequencies [2, 3] . However, when a single LSF is isolated, far from its neighbors, By the definition of discrete Fourier transform, the impulse response of  at frequency  is expressed
where    . The smoothed spectral magnitude at
by multiplication of its LPC spectral magnitude and frame gain and expressed in log domain by
where   is gain at frame  defined in Equation 2 to represent relative magnitude difference across analysis frames. To model the global frequency characteristics of the input sounds, we approximate the long-term average of      by the long-term average frequency response of LPC filters, denoted by   , is updated instantaneously by
with an initial value       . The adaptation rate    gives a good performance in our experiments.
The LP spectral envelope is then normalized by long-term average, and its log is approximated by the following equation:
By using log     instead of     , we can disregard the global shape of the noise, and a single noise estimate can be used regardless of frequencies.
The distribution of the log spectral magnitudes at LSFs is shown in Figure 2 . The x-axis is quantized histogram intervals from the log spectral magnitude, and the y-axis is the number of frames whose x-value is in each interval. The speech spectra is from male speech, and the noise spectra is from car factory 
III. Proposed Noise Suppression Method
On the log spectral magnitudes in Equation 6 that are globally whitened, a mixture of dual Gaussian probability density functions is used to approximate mean spectral magnitude of noise. For each LSF,   , a substitution    log      is taken for a compact notation. Denoting   as a set of parameters for noise Gaussian, and   for speech Gaussian, the posterior probability of   belonging to noise Gaussian is expressed by
where    and    are the prior probabilities of noise and speech presence, with a constraint that        . The likelihood of   given a set of parameters,     n  n  , is modeled by a univariate Gaussian density function:
The Gaussian parameters are updated online by the following adaptation rules: 
From the mean of the noise Gaussian in Equation   10 ,   , noise spectral magnitude at frame  is approximated by
A Wiener filter suppressing the noise estimate from the spectral magnitude of the mixture signal is derived by
Then it is floored so that it should be always higher than a certain limit,
where a nonnegative constant  is a minimum Wiener filter gain.
IV. Experimental Results

Database
The proposed method is compared to the conventional methods by automatic speech recognition performances on speech separation challenge (SSC) database [7] . The database is designed for assessing the effect of a noise suppression algorithm to a 
Implementation Details
The analysis settings of the proposed method are: Among commercial standards, the noise suppression frontends in EVRC [9] and ETSI [11, 12] standards are compared with the proposed method. They support 8 kHz sampling rate only, and mel-warped filter bank energies are used in voice activity detection and deriving noise estimates. The source codes of the two methods are publicly available by the distributors. The distribution has a sharp peak around -1 which Table 1 , where "bypass"' columns are the results without any processing. The proposed method significantly outperforms all the others in 6 dB and 0 dB, and slightly worse than ETSI in -6 dB and -12 dB conditions. One explanation is that the proposed method limits the minimum Wiener filter gain to -13 dB to obtain reasonable intelligibility loss. ETSI has been developed for high speech recognition performances in adverse environments [11] , so it is expected to perform well in harsh noisy conditions. Although the proposed method does not have such features, the performance is not degraded in clean conditions.
Illustrations of Noise Suppression Results
Since ssn is an artificial noise, a number of real noise cases are evaluated as well. From AURORA2 database [12] , 8 different noise sources (airport, babble, car, exhibition, restaurant, street, subway, and train)
are chosen, and added to clean test files. The measured speech recognition rates are in Table 2 .
Noise mixing levels are 12 dB, 6 dB, and 0 dB, and used as column indexes. Clean condition results are the same as Table 1 In terms of average recognition rates, the proposed method is always of higher recognition rates than the other methods with 6 dB and 0 dB SNR mixtures, by up to 7.7 %. In 12 dB SNR, the improvement over ETSI is about 3 %~4 %, and EVRC is the best but the difference to the proposed is only 0.1 %. The proposed method is always within the top 2 in all 3 SNR conditions. EVRC works well with relatively higher SNRs (12 dB and 6 dB), and ETSI is better suited to lower SNR cases (0 dB). However, the proposed method guarantees decent speech recognition performance in all noise levels. In terms of noise types, the proposed method significantly improves the perfor- 
V. Concluding Remarks
